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Abstract: We present the rst computation of the full next-to-leading-order QCD
and electroweak corrections to the WZ scattering process at the LHC. All o-shell,
gauge-boson-decay, and interference eects are taken into account for the process pp !
+ e+ej j + X at the orders O
 
s
6

and O 7. The electroweak corrections feature
the typical Sudakov behaviour towards high energy and amount to  16% relative to the
electroweak contribution to the integrated cross section. Moreover, the corrections induce
signicant shape distortions in dierential distributions. The next-to-leading-order analy-
sis of the quark- and gluon-induced channels is supplemented by a leading-order study of
all possible contributions to the full 4`+2jets production cross section in a realistic ducial
phase-space volume.
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1 Introduction
The accumulation of experimental data during Run II of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
allows to measure some rare Standard Model (SM) processes for the rst time. Vector-
boson scattering (VBS) processes constitute a prime example of processes that have not
been measured before Run II. While the scattering of like-sign W-boson pairs, the golden
VBS channel, has been measured rst [1{5], the WZ channel comes in second [6, 7]. It
features a lower cross section than WW scattering, but has only one neutrino in the
nal state, allowing thus for better reconstruction and a better study of its properties.
As experimental errors (both statistical and systematic) will shrink in the next few
years, precise theoretical predictions should be carefully prepared. In particular, higher-
order corrections of both QCD and electroweak (EW) type should be incorporated. The
inclusion of next-to-leading-order (NLO) QCD corrections has become standard for LHC
analyses, but not yet the inclusion of EW corrections, which are known to increase at high
energies owing to Sudakov logarithms. For the class of VBS processes, EW corrections are
expected to be particularly large [8]. This expectation was conrmed in the rst complete
NLO QCD+EW calculation presented in ref. [9] for like-sign WW scattering where it turned
out that the genuine EW corrections of order O 7 are even the largest NLO contribution.
In this article, we present results for the rst calculation of the full NLO QCD+EW
corrections to the WZ scattering process at the LHC with the nal state + e+ejj. An
analysis of the LO contributions to the WZjj production mode was presented in ref. [10],
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where also dierent Monte Carlo programs were compared. In our NLO analysis, we
include the whole set of contributing diagrams in the relevant orders, instead of only
VBS congurations. The QCD and especially the EW corrections are rather involved,
as the process features seven charged external particles. This is the rst time that EW
corrections are computed for a process involving so many charged particles. The leptonic
nal state with a single net charge gives rise to a larger number of partonic channels
as compared to like-sign WW VBS, which complicates the calculation further. We also
note that our calculation of QCD corrections is based on the full set of NLO diagrams
including all interferences without approximation, i.e. we do not employ the so-called VBS
approximation used in previous QCD calculations [11, 12], which neglects colour exchange
between the two incoming protons. While for the current experimental precision such
approximations are most likely sucient, in the future they might actually be inadequate,
because they can fail at the level of 10% in dierential distributions, as shown in ref. [13]
for like-sign WW scattering.
In addition to the contributions to the NLO cross section of orders O s6 and
O 7, we also provide predictions for all LO processes relevant for the + e+ejj nal
state. These include the orders O 6 (EW contribution), O s5 (interference), and
O 2s4 (QCD contribution). Contributions including photons in the initial state or
external bottom quarks are discussed separately.
All these results are presented in the form of cross sections and dierential distributions
for realistic experimental cuts. Specically, the event selection chosen is the so-called loose
ducial region presented by the CMS collaboration in ref. [7]. It has the advantage to be
simple enough to be implemented easily in a Monte Carlo program. Such an experimental
eort is particularly welcome by theorists as it allows for a direct use of state-of-the-art
theoretical predictions in experimental analyses.
Finally, we would like to mention that all results have been produced by two inde-
pendent Monte Carlo programs, matrix elements providers, and loop libraries: one is the
Monte Carlo program BONSAY with matrix elements from OpenLoops [14, 15] and loop
integrals evaluated with the DD mode of the Collier [16, 17] library. The other Monte
Carlo is MoCaNLO with matrix elements from Recola [18, 19] and loop integrals eval-
uated with the COLI mode of the Collier library. The two independent calculations
ensure a exhaustive validation of all results presented in this paper.
This article is organised as follows: in section 2, the various contributions to the NLO
cross section of the considered process are described. In section 3 the details on the im-
plementations of the computation as well as the checks performed to validate the results
are presented. Section 4 is devoted to the description and the analysis of the results.
Finally, section 5 contains a summary of the article as well as concluding remarks.
2 Denition of the process and survey of cross-section contributions
2.1 Leading-order contributions
As for all quark-quark-initiated processes characterised by four leptons and two jets in the -
nal state, two types of amplitudes occur for the quark-induced processes qq ! + e+eqq,
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Figure 1. Examples of LO Feynman diagrams.
where q generically stands for a quark or antiquark: these are diagrams of order O g6
(some sample diagrams are shown in gures 1a{1f) and diagrams of order O g2s g4 (an
example is depicted in gure 1g), with gs and g generically denoting the strong and elec-
troweak gauge couplings, respectively. Besides VBS the former diagrams involve also the
production of three vector bosons as well as singly-resonant and non-resonant diagrams.
Consequently, three dierent orders contribute to the LO cross section: O 6 (EW con-
tribution), O s5 (interference), and O 2s4 (QCD contribution).
At the order O 6, where all couplings are of EW origin, there are in addition con-
tributions from  ! + e+eqq (gure 1h provides an example). For the quark con-
tributions, one can further distinguish the cases in which an external quark is a bottom
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Figure 2. Example loop diagrams.
quark or a light one. In our predictions, we show separately the O 6 contributions with
an external bottom quark, as the corresponding partonic channels can develop a top-quark
resonance (see gure 1f). The photon-induced contributions are also shown separately.
The order O s5 contributions are obtained by interfering amplitudes of O g6
and O g2s g4 in the channels qq ! + e+eqq. Further contributions in this order
result from squares of amplitudes of order O gsg5 of the channels g ! + e+eqq and
q ! + e+eqg (see gures 1i and 1j for examples). Those contributions are shown
together with the order O(6) photon-induced contributions.
Finally, the O 2s4 contributions result from channels with either four external
quarks or two external quarks and two gluons (see gures 1k and 1l for examples). The
contribution with two gluons in the initial state is particularly large due to the large glu-
onic parton-distribution function (PDF) at the LHC. The order O(2s4) contributions
with external bottom quarks are shown separately, in combination with the order O(6)
bottom-quark contributions.
2.2 Virtual corrections
We compute the NLO corrections of orders O(7) and O(s6) for the process
pp! + e+ejj +X: (2.1)
Virtual corrections of order O(7) result from interferences of the tree-level EW diagrams
of order O(g6) with purely EW loop diagrams of order O(g8). Examples for the latter
are depicted in gures 2a{2c. The virtual corrections of order O(s6) receive contri-
butions from several sources. EW loop diagrams for quark-induced processes of order
O(g8) (gures 2a{2c) interfere with LO diagrams of order O(g2s g4) (gure 1g). Due to the
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Figure 3. Sample diagrams for real corrections.
SU(3) colour structure, this only gives a non-vanishing contribution for partonic processes
where all external quarks belong to the same generation. Loop diagrams of order O(g2s g6)
(like in gures 2d{2e) interfere with EW LO diagrams. Owing to the colour structure, in
case of two dierent generations of quarks in the partonic process, only diagrams of the
type gure 2e with gluon exchange within one quark line contribute. In both types of NLO
corrections, partonic channels with initial-state photons are not taken into account, since
their contribution is already strongly suppressed at LO. Channels with external bottom
quarks are excluded as well. Those could only signicantly contribute via singly-resonant
top quarks, which corresponds to a dierent experimental signature. In total, 40 par-
tonic channels must be taken into account at each coupling order with up to  83;000
1-loop Feynman diagrams contributing per channel. Tensor integrals appear up to 8-point
functions with tensor ranks of up to 4.
In the VBS approximation, as employed in previous QCD calculations, only QCD
corrections of the type gure 2e with gluon exchange within one quark line are taken into
account. With  1000 Feynman diagrams per partonic channel and up to 5-point functions
this approximation reduces the complexity drastically in comparison to the calculation
presented in this article.
2.3 Real corrections
At the order O 7, there are two types of real EW corrections: one is due to photon
radiation, which results from radiating a photon from one of the charged particles of the LO
processes of order O 6. The other type comprises photon-induced channels, which we do
not take into account at NLO, as already the corresponding LO contribution turned out to
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Figure 4. Photon singularities in the O(s6) real corrections.
be very small.1 Therefore, only real photon radiation from the qq! + e+eqq channels,
i.e. the process qq ! + e+eqq, is considered. Some relevant Feynman diagrams are
shown in gures 3a and 3b. The related infrared (IR) divergences are subtracted using
QED dipole subtraction [20, 21].
At the order O s6 a mixture of two types of real radiation contributes, because this
NLO contribution comprises both QCD corrections to the order O 6 and EW corrections
to the order O s5. The EW corrections are obtained by attaching a photon to each LO
diagram of order O g2s g4 in all possible ways (see gure 3c) and interfering the resulting
diagrams with all photon emission diagrams of O g7. The QCD corrections are obtained
by attaching a gluon to each LO diagram of order O g6 in all possible ways (a sample
diagram is given in gure 3d) resulting in the process qq ! + e+eqqg, and squaring
the corresponding amplitude. Of course, there are also real QCD corrections of the same
order with the gluon crossed into the initial state, gq=qg! + e+eqqq. The phase-space
integration for the real corrections of O s6 leads to both QCD and EW IR divergences
in the limits of soft and/or collinear gluon or photon emission, or via forward branchings of
QCD partons in the initial state. Figure 3a shows a q! q splitting of QED type, gure 3d
displays a typical q! qg splitting of QCD type.
For real radiation of order O s6 further subtleties arise. Some diagrams with ex-
ternal real gluons involve singularities associated with soft/collinear photons. One example
is given in gure 4a which has an initial-state collinear singularity and requires both QED
and QCD dipoles to subtract all IR divergences. Another subtle case arises from nal states
involving a qq pair. This pair can result from a QED splitting  ! qq where the o-shell
photon has a very low virtuality (see gures 4b and 4c). In the singular limit where this
virtuality goes to zero, a collinear singularity develops with a universal singular structure
factorising from the hard matrix elements of the underlying process with a real photon
instead of the qq pair. Note, however, that the physical nal state is still a jet, or at least
some hadronic activity, emerging from the photon initiating the splitting. Technically, the
collinear singularity can, e.g., be separated via dipole subtraction as described in ref. [21],
i.e. an auxiliary subtraction function is subtracted from the original integrand, rendering
1In the case of same-sign W scattering, photon-induced corrections of order O(7) have been found to
be below 2 % [9]. They are expected to be of similar size for WZ scattering.
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the resulting contribution integrable over the singular region. The formerly subtracted
contribution is added back after integration over the singular region with the help of some
regularisation, either by switching from four to D space-time dimensions or by employing
small quark masses. Either way, the resulting singular contribution is not yet described in
a physically meaningful way, since the splitting contains non-perturbative contributions.
In the case of low-virtuality  ! qq splittings, this contribution can be obtained from
a dispersion integral for the R ratio of the cross sections for e+e  ! hadrons=+ , as
will be further detailed in ref. [22]. As described there, this contribution can be tied to
the quantity had, which is derived from experimental data. In our calculation we follow
this approach, i.e. we separate the singularity via dipole subtraction [21] and add the non-
perturbative fragmentation-like \photon-to-jets conversion part" from the collinear region
based on had. Conceptually, it is quite important to properly treat this non-perturbative
contribution, but in the present case the overall contribution matters only at the level of
10 4 relative to the EW LO cross section.
Note that the previous discussion also applies in principle to the real corrections of
order O(7) with an additional photon. However, the extra collinear singularities coming
from the matrix elements similar to the ones in gure 4, but with external photons instead
of gluons, are cut o due to our process denition. In particular, we treat a nal-state
photon in the real matrix elements always as a photon and never as a jet (or photon-jet).
This choice implies that phase-space points with such collinear singularities have either zero
or one jet. For nal-state singularities, the two collinear quarks are clustered into a single
jet while for an initial-state singularity, the collinear quark is along the beam pipe making
it undetectable. Therefore our requirement of having at least two jets (see section 4.1) cuts
away such singularities, rendering the real corrections nite, so that no additional terms of
type  ! qq are required.
3 Details of the computation
3.1 Implementations
In order to ensure the correctness of the results, two independent Monte Carlo programs
have been developed based on two entirely dierent sets of matrix elements constructed
by independent matrix-element providers. One calculation is based on the combination
BONSAY+OpenLoops, the other on MoCaNLO+Recola.
The program BONSAY is a general-purpose Monte Carlo integrator which can be
used to calculate arbitrary NLO EW, QCD, and mixed corrections with matrix elements
from an external provider. It has already been used before in ref. [13] to calculate QCD
corrections of like-sign WW scattering. It employs many dierent phase-space mappings
that are combined via multi-channel techniques [23], similar to the Lusifer Monte Carlo
program [24], but allows to run the integration in parallel on clusters using MPI [25].
MoCaNLO is also a generic Monte Carlo program, designed to compute arbitrary
cross sections in the SM at NLO QCD and/or EW accuracy. The ecient integration is
ensured by using phase-space mappings similar to the ones of refs. [24, 26, 27]. It has
already been used to compute NLO QCD and EW corrections for several high-multiplicity
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processes [28{31], including the like-sign W-boson VBS process [8, 9, 13]. Moreover, it has
also been tested against other independent codes for the computation of EW corrections
to di-boson production in ref. [10].
In both Monte Carlo programs, IR divergences in the real radiation are handled with
the dipole-subtraction method for QCD [32] and its extension to QED [20, 21]. Although
the same algorithms are used, the two implementations are completely independent. The
library LHAPDF [33] provides PDFs in both codes.
Both OpenLoops [14, 15] and Recola [18, 19] use the Collier library [16, 17] to
obtain numerically stable results for the one-loop scalar [34{37] and tensor integrals [38{40].
In order to ensure independence, the two dierent modes of Collier have been used: the
DD mode in BONSAY+OpenLoops and the COLI mode in MoCaNLO+Recola. The
intermediate W/Z-boson resonances are treated in the complex-mass scheme [26, 41, 42]
to ensure gauge independence of all LO and NLO amplitudes. In OpenLoops, we set the
option use cms=2 to switch to the same conventions for the complex-mass scheme as used
by Recola. This allows us to verify the agreement of the results of the two matrix-element
providers for individual phase-space points.
The numerical results presented in this article are obtained from BONSAY,2 which
agrees with the other implementation within integration errors, which are typically of the
size of a per mille with respect to the LO prediction.
3.2 Validation
The rst and strongest validation is that the nal results (at the level of cross sections and
for each bin of the dierential distributions) of the two calculations agree within statistical
errors. This constitutes a very solid check as the two Monte Carlo programs as well
as the matrix-element providers are dierent and independent. This ensures the correct
implementation of the event selection, input parameters as well as the subtraction on the
one hand. On the other hand, it also ensures the validity of the matrix elements used.
The dipole parameter [43] allows one to restrict the phase space to the singular re-
gions, where dipole = 1 corresponds to the full phase space (within the acceptance dened
by selection cuts) without additional restrictions. Varying dipole allows then for a robust
check of the subtraction procedure. Representative contributions have been checked be-
tween BONSAY+OpenLoops and MoCaNLO+Recola for dipole = 1 for both orders
O s6 and O 7. The nal results have been obtained with dipole = 1 for BON-
SAY+OpenLoops and dipole = 10
 2 for MoCaNLO+Recola, showing agreement at
the level of a per mille. This constitutes a strong check on the subtraction procedure used.
In addition, point-wise comparisons of (squared) matrix-element contributions have
been carried out for the virtual corrections. At the order O 7, which comprises the nu-
merically most delicate loop amplitudes, for 1000 phase-space points chosen in the ducial
volume described above, more than 99% of the points show at least 6 digits of agreement.
In total, the level of agreement spans from about 6 to 12 digits.
2The only exception is the results of table 4 for a centre-of-mass of 14 TeV which has been obtained from
MoCaNLO.
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Finally, 1000 points have been generated to check the real QCD corrections. This
ensures the correct implementation of the event selection for both the real radiation and the
dipoles. In that way, the correct implementation of the dynamical scale is ensured as well.
4 Numerical results
4.1 Input parameters and event selection
The results presented are for the LHC operating at a centre-of-mass (CM) energy of 13 TeV.
We use the NLO NNPDF 3.1 QED set [44, 45] with the photon PDF determined by the
LUXqed method [46, 47] and s(MZ) = 0:118 (LHAPDF ID 324900), employing the xed
NF = 5 avour scheme throughout. We use the same PDFs for LO and NLO predictions.
Both QCD and QED singularities from collinear initial-state splittings are factorised into
redened PDFs using the MS factorisation scheme.
The central renormalisation and factorisation scales, ren and fact, are set to the
geometric average of the transverse momenta of the jets,
0 =
p
pT;j1 pT;j2 : (4.1)
The choice of this scale is motivated by the results of ref. [48] on like-sign WW scattering,
where it was shown that this choice reduces the dierence between LO and NLO QCD
predictions at large transverse momenta signicantly. In the following, we perform a 7-
point scale variation of the renormalisation and factorisation scales, i.e. apart from the
\diagonal" variations ren = fact = 0, 0=2, 20 we set each of the two scales to 0=2,
20 while keeping the other scale xed.
Regarding the electromagnetic coupling, the G scheme (see, e.g. refs. [49, 50]) is used,
i.e. the coupling is obtained from the Fermi constant G as
 =
p
2

GM
2
W

1  M
2
W
M2Z

with G = 1:16638 10 5 GeV 2: (4.2)
The masses and widths of the massive particles read [51]
mt = 173:0 GeV;  t = 0 GeV;
MOSZ = 91:1876 GeV;  
OS
Z = 2:4952 GeV;
MOSW = 80:379 GeV;  
OS
W = 2:085 GeV;
MH = 125:0 GeV;  H = 4:07 10 3 GeV: (4.3)
The bottom quark is considered massless and is neglected in the initial state by default.
The width of the top quark is set to zero as it is never resonant, except for the O 6
contributions with external bottom quarks, which we consider separately; there we set the
top-quark width to  LOt = 1:449582 GeV [52]. The Higgs-boson mass is taken according to
the recommendation of the Higgs cross section working group [53] with its corresponding
width. The pole masses and widths entering the calculation are determined from the
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measured on-shell (OS) values [54] for the W and Z bosons according to
MV =
MOSVq
1 + ( OSV =M
OS
V )
2
;  V =
 OSVq
1 + ( OSV =M
OS
V )
2
: (4.4)
The set of acceptance cuts is taken from the recent CMS measurement, more precisely,
the ones of the loose ducial region dened in ref. [7]. Experimentally, the nal state of the
process is required to have three charged leptons and at least two jets. QCD partons are
clustered into jets using the anti-kT algorithm [55] with jet-resolution parameter R = 0:4.
Similarly, photons from real radiation are recombined with the nal-state quarks into jets
or with the charged leptons into dressed leptons, in both cases via the anti-kT algorithm
and a resolution parameter R = 0:4.
In MoCaNLO only partons with rapidity jyj < 5 are considered for recombination,
while particles with larger jyj are assumed to be lost in the beam pipe. In BONSAY all
partons are considered for recombination, regardless of their rapidities. This dierence
turns out to be numerically irrelevant in our set up.
The pseudo-rapidity  and the transverse momentum pT of a particle are dened as
 =
1
2
ln
 jpj+ pz
jpj   pz

; pT =
q
p2x + p
2
y; (4.5)
where jpj is the absolute value of the three-momentum p of the particle, pz the component
of its momentum along the beam axis, and px, py the components perpendicular to the
beam axis.
The charged leptons ` are required to pass the acceptance cuts
pT;` > 20 GeV; j`j < 2:5; M3` > 100 GeV; M`` > 4 GeV: (4.6)
In addition, an invariant-mass cut on the decay products of the Z boson is applied:
jM+   MZj < 15 GeV: (4.7)
A recombined QCD parton system is called a jet if it obeys the jet-identication criteria
pT;j > 30 GeV; jjj < 4:7; Rj` > 0:4; (4.8)
where the last condition requires a minimal distance between a jet and each of the charged
leptons. The identied jets are then ordered according to the magnitude of their transverse
momenta pT;j;i, where pT;j;1 denotes the largest pT;j value in the event and pT;j;2 the second
largest. The distance Rij between two particles i and j in the pseudo-rapidity-azimuthal-
angle plane reads
Rij =
q
(ij)2 + (ij)2; (4.9)
with ij = min(ji j j; 2  ji j j) being the azimuthal-angle dierence and ij =
i j the rapidity dierence. On the invariant-mass and rapidity separation of the leading
and sub-leading jets, i.e. on the two jets with largest transverse momenta, the following
VBS cuts are applied:
Mjj > 500 GeV; jyjjj > 2:5: (4.10)
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Order O 6 O s5 O 2s4 Sum
LO[fb] 0:25511(1) 0:006824(1) 1:0973(1) 1:3592(1)
[%] 18:8 0:5 80:7 100
Table 1. LO cross sections LO (sum) and individual orders O
 
6

, O s5, and O 2s4 for
pp ! + e+ejj + X at the LHC with CM energy 13 TeV. Photon-induced contributions and
contributions with external bottom quarks are not included. Each contribution is given in fb and
as fraction  relative to the sum of the three contributions (in percent). The digits in parentheses
indicate the integration errors.
4.2 Cross sections
We start our discussion of numerical results by reporting LO cross sections in the ducial
region. In table 1 the cross sections at the orders O 6, O s5, and O 2s4 are shown
for the central scale. In contrast to the like-sign WW channel, where the EW contribution
largely dominates over the QCD one, here the EW contribution is smaller than the QCD
contribution by about a factor four. The LO interference contribution of O s5 only
amounts to 0:5 % and is, thus, phenomenologically unimportant.
Taking into account scale variation as dened after (4.1), the LO cross section for the
quark-induced EW contribution (often referred to as signal in experimental analysis) is:

O(6)
LO = 0:25511(1)
+9:0%
 7:8% fb: (4.11)
Note that this order does not involve any strong coupling, which explains the relatively
low scale dependence. We do not show the scale dependence of the LO contribution at the
orders O s5 and O(2s4), since the corresponding NLO contributions balancing their
scale dependence are not part of this calculation.
In addition to these quark-induced EW contributions, we have also computed all LO
contributions featuring a photon in the initial state. This includes contributions with initial
states g, q as well as  at orders O 6 or O s5. As can be seen from table 2,
these contributions are phenomenologically negligible. In addition, the LO contributions
at order O 6 involving bottom quarks either in the initial state or in the nal state
are also reported. While the contributions with two bottom quarks in the initial state
are negligible due to their PDF suppression, the contributions with one light quark and
one bottom quark in the initial state are rather large. The latter are usually referred to
as tZ + jet contributions in experimental analyses (see gure 1f). These contributions are
enhanced due to resonant top-quark contributions. In the nal state they have one b-jet
and one light jet and can therefore be suppressed in experimental analyses using b-jet
tagging techniques.3 Note that these contributions also contain VBS contributions (for
3In the WZ analysis of ref. [7], such tZ + jet contributions are suppressed by a central b-jet veto for
jj < 2:5. The residual contribution is then estimated from Monte Carlo simulations and subtracted as
background. Conversely, the tZ + jet process has recently been observed in ref. [56] where the WZ EW
contribution is considered as background. We have veried by a LO calculation that 91% of the tZ+jet
contribution has a leading b-jet contained within jbj < 2:5.
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Contribution -induced bottom
LO[fb] 0:0009884(2) 0:19451(2)
LO=
O(6)
LO [%] 0:4 76:2
Table 2. LO cross-section contributions LO for pp! + e+ejj+X with initial-state photons
or external bottom quarks. The photon-induced contributions involve one or two initial-state pho-
tons and contribute to the orders O 6 and O s5. The \bottom" contributions are of the order
O 6 and O(2s4), and involve bottom quarks in the initial and/or nal state. All contributions
are given in fb as well as relative to the LO EW cross section of order O 6 (in percent). The
digits in parentheses indicate the integration errors.
Order O 6+O 7 O 6+O s6 O 6+O 7+O s6
NLO[fb] 0:2142(2) 0:2506(1) 0:2097(3)
maxNLO[fb] 0:2325(3) [+8:5%] 0:2532(1) [+1:0%] 0:2125(2) [+1:3%]
minNLO[fb] 0:1984(2) [ 7:4%] 0:2481(1) [ 1:0%] 0:2050(3) [ 2:2%]
[%]  16:0  1:8  17:8
Table 3. Cross sections for pp! + e+ejj+X at the LHC with CM energy 13 TeV at NLO EW
[O 6+O 7], NLO QCD [O 6+O s6], and NLO QCD+EW [O 6+O 7+O s6].
Each contribution is given in fb (with the extrema resulting from scale variations as absolute
numbers and as deviation in percent) and as relative correction  = NLO=
O(6)
LO   1 to the LO
EW cross section of orderO 6 in percent. The digits in parentheses indicate the integration errors.
instance diagram gure 1a with the lower up-quark line replaced by a bottom quark line),
but are dominated by contributions of a resonant top quark.
NLO cross sections including orders O s6 or/and O 7 in addition to the LO
O 6 are reported in table 3 for the central scale as well as with the two extrema result-
ing from the 7-point scale variation. If only the O 7 corrections are included the scale
uncertainty remains at the same level as in LO, while the inclusion of the O s6 correc-
tions reduces the scale uncertainty as expected. The NLO contribution of order O s6
amounts to about  1:8 % with respect to the LO of order O 6. As explained previously,
this correction is of mixed type, i.e. it features both QCD and EW corrections. Nonethe-
less it is often referred to as QCD correction to the EW signal, as the VBS approximation
neglects the (comparably small) EW corrections of order O s6.
On the other hand, the EW corrections of order O 7 amount to  16 % and represent
the dominant NLO contribution. This is in line with the ndings of ref. [8] for like-sign
WW scattering and supports the expectation that large EW corrections are an intrinsic
feature of VBS at the LHC. Following ref. [57], one can derive a leading logarithmic ap-
proximation for the EW corrections to the process pp ! + e+ejj + X based on the
logarithmic corrections to the sub-process WZ ! WZ. Taking the mixing of photon and
Z boson into account and using MWZ!W    swcwMWZ!WZ, one arrives at the approxi-
mation already given in ref. [8] for WW !WW. This approximation holds in fact for all
scattering processes of EW bosons owing to the fact that these scattering processes result
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from the same SU(2)w coupling. The approximation reads
dLL = dLO (1 + EW,LL) ; (4.12)
where
EW,LL =

4

 4CEWW log2

Q2
M2W

+ 2bEWW log

Q2
M2W

(4.13)
with CEWW = 2=s
2
w and b
EW
W = 19=(6s
2
w). The symbols cw and sw represent the cosine
and sine of the weak mixing angle, respectively. The scale Q is a representative scale
of the WZ ! WZ scattering process; the four-lepton invariant mass M4` turns out to
be particularly appropriate. Setting Q to the average LO value hM4`i ' 413 GeV and
applying (4.13) to the integrated cross section, leads to a leading logarithmic correction of
EW,LL =  17:5%, which is good given the approximation used. Applying Q = M4` event
by event in the calculation results in EW,LL =  16:4%, which agrees even better with the
result of the full calculation. As already noted in ref. [8], the rather large average scale hM4`i
for VBS processes is not due to the peculiar VBS event selection but to an enhancement
of the partonic qq0 cross section containing the V V 0 ! V V 0 subprocess resulting from a
massive t-channel exchange [58]. It was veried for the related W+W+ scattering process
that relaxing the cuts leaves the EW corrections at the same level.
Finally, the ducial cross section with both NLO QCD and EW corrections added is
QCD+EWNLO = 0:2097(3)
+1:3%
 2:2% fb; (4.14)
showing a signicant reduction of scale uncertainty. This is mainly due to the O(s) PDF
redenition included in the O(s6) NLO correction that cancels the factorisation scale
dependence of the LO O(6) contribution. As shown in table 3, the full NLO correction is
about  17:8 % with respect to the LO of order O 6.
Finally, for completeness, we also provide cross sections at NLO for the LHC running
at a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV in table 4. While the LO cross section increases
by 17:2% with respect to 13 TeV, the relative NLO corrections are rather stable. These
numbers can be important for future operation of the LHC at high luminosity [59] and
serve as benchmarks.
4.3 Dierential distributions
In this section, LO predictions and NLO corrections for several dierential distributions
are discussed. We start with a few LO predictions in gure 5. The upper panels show the
absolute predictions of order O 6 (EW), O s5 (interference), and O 2s4 (QCD).
In the lower panels, the relative contributions are displayed with respect to the sum of the
three contributions. Note that the contributions featuring external bottom quarks or initial-
state photons are not included here. The rst two distributions are the invariant mass and
pseudo-rapidity dierence of the two tagging jets in gures 5a and 5b. These observables
are often used to separate EW and QCD contributions in experimental analysis. This is
perfectly justied by the fact that at higher invariant mass or larger pseudo-rapidity, the
EW contribution is becoming dominant. The eect of the event selection for jj1j2 j > 2:5
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Order O 6 O 6+O 7 O 6+O s6 NLO QCD+EW
[ fb] 0:2988(6) 0:251(1) 0:294(1) 0:245(2)
max[ fb] 0:3244(6)[+8:5%] 0:271(1)[+8:0%] 0:296(1)[+0:7%] 0:247(1)[+0:8%]
min[ fb] 0:2767(6)[ 7:4%] 0:233(1)[ 7:2%] 0:291(1)[ 1:0%] 0:243(2)[ 0:8%]
[%] |  16:1  1:8  17:9
Table 4. Cross sections for pp ! + e+ejj + X at the LHC with CM energy 14 TeV at
LO [O 6], NLO EW [O 6 + O 7], NLO QCD [O 6 + O s6], and NLO QCD+EW
[O 6 + O 7 + O s6]. Each contribution is given in fb (with the extrema resulting from
scale variations as absolute numbers and as deviation in percent) and as relative correction  =
NLO=
O(6)
LO   1 to the LO EW cross section of order O
 
6

in percent. The digits in parentheses
indicate the integration errors.
and jMj1j2 j > 500 GeV is clearly visible. In gure 5c, the transverse momentum of the
second hardest jet is shown. Around 500 GeV, both the EW and QCD contributions
become of the same size, as the QCD contribution is falling much more steeply than the
EW contribution. Interestingly, this behaviour is not visible in other transverse-momentum
and invariant-mass distributions, like the transverse-momentum distribution of the leading
jet, where the QCD contributions are always larger than the EW contributions. The
comparably steep fall of the distribution in the transverse momentum of the subleading
jet is due to the fact that QCD contributions are dominated by contributions with at least
one jet with small transverse momentum. Finally, gure 5d displays the distribution in
the rapidity-azimuthal-angle distance between the leading jets which also shows a good
discriminating power, as already noticed in ref. [10]. Note that in all distributions, the
interference contribution is very much suppressed reecting its overall small cross section.
The following gures show our results on NLO dierential distributions. In the upper
panels, the LO contribution of order O 6 is shown along with the NLO predictions
including orders O 7 or/and O s6. For simplicity, these are often denoted by EW
and QCD corrections, respectively, in the following. We stress again that while the order
O 7 comprises genuine EW corrections, the order O s6 contains both QCD and EW
corrections. We adopt this assignment in order to facilitate the reading. For the QCD
corrections, the lower panels show the relative contributions
 =
d()
d
O(6)
LO (0)
  1; (4.15)
where the bands in the plots reect the variation of the numerator with the (renormalisation
and/or factorisation) scale  while keeping the scales in the denominator xed to 0. For the
EW corrections, only the value for the central scale is shown in the lower panels, because the
scale dependence of the corresponding relative NLO contribution is negligible against the
one of the other contributions. The larger scale variation of NLO QCD+EW with respect
to NLO QCD in the plots results from the inclusion of the large EW NLO correction
in the numerator of (4.15), where the -insensitive relative EW correction multiplies the
scale-dependent LO cross section.
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Figure 5. LO dierential distributions for pp ! + e+ejj + X at the LHC with CM energy
13 TeV: (a) invariant mass of the two jets (top left), (b) dierence of pseudo-rapidity of the two
jets (top right), (c) transverse momentum of the second hardest jet (bottom left), and (d) rapidity-
azimuthal-angle distance between the two jets (bottom right). The upper panel shows the absolute
contributions of order O 6 (EW), O s5 (interference), and O 2s4 (QCD). The bands
denote the envelope of the scale variation for each order. The lower panel shows the relative LO
contributions  to their sum in percent.
In gure 6, several distributions in transverse momenta are presented. We start with
those for the hardest and second hardest jet in gures 6a and 6b, respectively. For both
distributions, the EW corrections become large in size and negative for large transverse
momenta. The QCD corrections are positive for low transverse momentum of the leading
jet, but steadily decrease towards high transverse momentum, becoming negative above
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Figure 6. Dierential distributions for pp! + e+ejj+X at the LHC with CM energy 13 TeV:
(a) transverse momentum of the hardest jet (top left), (b) transverse momentum of the second
hardest jet (top right), (c) missing transverse energy (bottom left), and (d) transverse momentum
of the positron (bottom right). The upper panel shows the LO contributions of order O 6, the
two NLO predictions [including O 7 (NLO EW) and O s6 (NLO QCD)] as well as their sum.
The lower panel shows the relative NLO corrections with respect to the LO in percent.
150 GeV and stabilising in the range 200 300 GeV. This behaviour is typical of a process
with hard jet emission in its signature and results from the reduction of the leading-jet
transverse momentum by emission of real gluons and has also been observed in like-sign
WW scattering [9]. For the transverse momentum of the second leading jet, the QCD cor-
rections turn again positive towards high transverse momentum. The enhanced corrections
for small transverse momentum of the leading jet are due to the phase-space suppression of
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Figure 7. Dierential distributions for pp! + e+ejj+X at the LHC with CM energy 13 TeV:
(a) transverse momentum of the muon-anti-muon system (left) and(b) transverse momentum of the
reconstructed W boson (right). The upper panel shows the LO contributions of order O 6, the
two NLO predictions [including O 7 (NLO EW) and O s6 (NLO QCD)] as well as their sum.
The lower panel shows the relative NLO corrections with respect to the LO in percent.
the LO when all jet transverse momenta are required to be small. This causes corrections
above 20% for small transverse momenta of the hardest jet, while the corrections almost
vanish for small transverse momenta of the second hardest jet. For the distributions in the
missing transverse momentum (gure 6c), which is identied with the neutrino transverse
momentum pT;e , and in the transverse momentum of the positron pT;e+ (gure 6d), the
EW corrections increase negatively towards higher transverse momenta and exceed  25%
at pT = 800 GeV. The QCD corrections are almost independent of pT;miss and pT;e+ until
about 400 GeV.
Since only the transverse momentum of one nal-state particle becomes large in the
distributions in gure 6, the dominant kinematics is not necessarily in the Sudakov region,
where all invariants are large. On the other hand, if the transverse momentum of one of
the reconstructed gauge bosons gets large, the invariants of the dominating V V 0 ! V V 0
scattering subprocess become large, and the Sudakov approximation applies to this subpro-
cess. The distributions in the transverse momentum of the muon-anti-muon system shown
in gure 7a and in the reconstructed transverse momentum of the W boson in gure 7b
indeed display the typical Sudakov behaviour more clearly. The EW corrections rise mono-
tonically to  35% at pT = 800 GeV. The QCD corrections, on the other hand, have a
limited impact, reaching a maximum of only about 5% at 800 GeV.
In addition to the transverse momentum distributions of gure 6, we also show the
reconstructed transverse momentum of the two gauge bosons in gure 7. In gure 7a,
the transverse momentum of the muon-anti-muon system is shown while gure 7b displays
the reconstructed transverse momentum of the W boson. The distributions display a
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similar behaviour for both the QCD and EW corrections. The QCD corrections have a
limited impact, reaching a maximum of only about 5% at 800 GeV. On the other hand,
the EW corrections show a monotonic behaviour, increasing negatively to reach  35%
at 800 GeV. Such a behaviour is typical of EW Sudakov logarithms becoming large in
the high-energy limit. Note that the other distributions shown later do not show such a
pronounced Sudakov-logarithmic behaviour as they naturally inherit the intrinsic scale of
the process.
Figure 8 displays some angular distributions. For the distribution in the azimuthal-
angle dierence of the two tagging jets (gure 8a) QCD and EW corrections follow a similar
trend and inherit mostly the corrections to the total cross section. This does not hold for
the other angular distributions, where the corrections show dierences in shape. For the
rapidity-azimuthal-angle distance between the two jets (gure 8b), the QCD corrections
reach a minimum around Rj1j2 = 4, while the EW corrections tend to increase slightly
towards increasing Rj1j2 , resulting in an increase of the combined NLO prediction. The
QCD corrections are generally at and small for distributions in leptonic angular variables,
resulting in combined predictions very close to the EW ones. The distribution in the
rapidity-azimuthal-angle distance of the muon and anti-muon (gure 8c) displays increasing
EW corrections with increasing R + , varying from  45% at R + ! 0 to about
 10% at R + = 4. The distribution in the cosine of the angle between the muon and
anti-muon (gure 8d) receives only a mild shape distortion towards cos  + ! 1 from
the EW corrections.
Figure 9 shows pseudo-rapidity distributions. The rst two concern the hard-
est (gure 9a) and second hardest jet (gure 9b). Both QCD and EW corrections are
rather similar in shape and dier mainly by some oset. For the hardest jet, the correc-
tions peak in the peripheral region, while for the second hardest jet they increase in the
central region as well. The distribution in the pseudo-rapidity of the anti-muon (gure 9c)
receives at corrections over almost the whole range with only a slight increase in the
peripheral region. Finally, both QCD and EW corrections increase with growing pseudo-
rapidity dierence of the two leading jets.
Finally, we show the distributions in the invariant mass of the two jets (gure 10a) and
in the transverse mass of the WZ system (gure 10b). The invariant-mass distribution of
the two jets displays a similar behaviour than the one in the transverse momentum of the
jets: there is a steady increase in size of the negative EW corrections towards more and
more negative values with increasing invariant masses due to EW high-energy logarithms.
The QCD corrections are positive at 500 GeV and decrease slowly towards higher invariant
masses. This is particularly interesting, as this observable is used to dene ducial regions
in measurements. The transverse mass MT;W+Z, of the WZ system is dened as
M2T;W+Z =
X
`
pT;`
2
 
X
`
px;`
2
 
X
`
py;`
2
; (4.16)
where ` is running over the four leptons (including the neutrino). In the region below
MW + MZ, which does not receive contributions from doubly-resonant WZ pairs, QCD
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Figure 8. Dierential distributions for pp! + e+ejj+X at the LHC with CM energy 13 TeV:
(a) azimuthal angle between the two tagging jets (top left), (b) rapidity-azimuthal-angle distance
between the two tagging jets (top right), (c) rapidity-azimuthal-angle distance between the muon
and anti-muon (bottom left), and (d) cosine of the angle between the muon and anti-muon (bottom
right). The upper panel shows the LO contributions of order O 6, the two NLO predictions
[including O 7 (NLO EW) and O s6 (NLO QCD)] as well as their sum. The lower panel
shows the relative NLO corrections with respect to the LO in percent.
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Figure 9. Dierential distributions for pp! + e+ejj+X at the LHC with CM energy 13 TeV:
(a) pseudo-rapidity of the hardest jet (top left), (b) pseudo-rapidity of the second hardest jet (top
right), (c) pseudo-rapidity of the anti-muon (bottom left), and (d) dierence of pseudo-rapidity of
the two tagging jets (bottom right). The upper panel shows the LO contributions of order O 6,
the two NLO predictions [including O 7 (NLO EW) and O s6 (NLO QCD)] as well as their
sum. The lower panel shows the relative NLO corrections with respect to the LO in percent.
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Figure 10. Dierential distributions for pp ! + e+ejj + X at the LHC with CM energy
13 TeV: (a) invariant mass of the two tagging jets (left), and (b) transverse mass of the four
lepton system (right). The upper panel shows the LO contributions of order O 6, the two NLO
predictions [including O 7 (NLO EW) and O s6 (NLO QCD)] as well as their sum. The
lower panel shows the relative NLO corrections with respect to the LO in percent.
and EW corrections are at, while for large transverse masses the Sudakov logarithms
dominate the EW corrections. The QCD corrections turn out to be small for the invariant-
mass distributions.
5 Conclusion
The process pp ! + e+ejj + X is of great interest at the LHC, because its EW
contribution of order O 6 to the cross section contains vector-boson scattering (VBS)
as a subprocess. In this article we have reported on a calculation of NLO corrections
of order O s6 and O 7 to the EW process. This is the rst time that the EW
corrections of O 7 are computed for such a nal state. While the QCD corrections of
order O s6 have already been computed in the VBS approximation [11], for the rst
time their full computation (including interference contributions of EW type) is performed.
The combination of these two NLO contributions constitutes the complete NLO prediction
for the EW component of the pp! + e+ejj +X process.
The EW corrections turn out to be relatively large, in accordance with similar observa-
tions made already for like-sign W scattering in ref. [8]. This conrms the expectation that
large EW corrections are indeed an intrinsic feature of VBS at the LHC. The corrections
reach  16% in the chosen ducial region and are driven by Sudakov logarithms that are
large and negative and grow in size in the high-energy limit. The large EW corrections
for the integrated ducial cross section can be well reproduced by a simple logarithmic
approximation. The corrections of order O s6 (sometimes simply called QCD correc-
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tions) are small and negative. They amount to about  2% at the level of the integrated
cross section and do not exceed 20% in dierential distributions.
To complete the picture for the VBS process, we have also reported on several LO
contributions, including some suppressed channels. The interference contribution of order
O s5 is below 1%, while the QCD contribution of order O 2s4 is larger than the EW
process by a factor 4. This shows how challenging the measurement of the EW process
of order O 6 is, highlighting therefore the need for precise predictions in this context.
Moreover, we have computed all the LO contributions with a photon in the initial state.
These turn out to be rather small and can safely be neglected in future analyses. Finally, we
have computed the contributions involving bottom quarks (either both in the initial state
or one in the nal and one in the initial state) which turn out to be non-negligible. These
are enhanced by contributions with a singly-resonant top quark, but can, in principle, be
experimentally suppressed using b-tagging techniques.
In addition to the phenomenological relevance of the presented calculation, it is worth
stressing that this also constitutes a non-trivial extension of previous computations. The
complications arising here are manifold: (i) This is the rst time that a process is computed
at NLO EW accuracy with seven external charged particles. This increases the complexity
of the real contribution as well as of the virtual corrections. (ii) The computation of the
real contribution entails additional complications. QCD real radiation contains singular
contributions arising from soft/collinear photons and gluons. This requires an advanced
automation of computation of the real corrections. (iii) The number of partonic channels
is very large. With respect to the like-sign W channel, the number of partonic channels
increases by more than a factor three. This means that the computing time is considerably
increased, and ecient book-keeping and parallelisation become decisive.
To come as close as possible to the situation realised in experimental analyses, our
results are given in terms of integrated cross sections and dierential distributions in the
so-called loose ducial region presented in ref. [7] by the CMS collaboration. The event
selections for this phase space are simplied with respect to the ones used for the actual
measurement. Such eorts are particularly welcome to theorists as they allow a direct
use of state-of-the-art theoretical progress in experimental analyses. Therefore the predic-
tions provided in the present article should be particularly useful for the VBS program at
the LHC.
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